DataLink by Choice
For our larger partners, CAMP also can provide the
ability to perform API calls directly from your
platform via Datalink by Choice. Imagine the power
of your platform with CAMP, and the possibilities
are endless.

✓

A single pane of glass interface
for deploying, monitoring, and
managing all your IoT devices.

✓

Intuitive, powerful and easy to use
app, built specifically around the
needs of Solution Providers.

✓

Robust APIs provide instant
access to all functionality.

✓

Industry expertise to accelerate
your business. We know how to
help you grow!

✓

Latest wireless communication
technologies 4G, LTE, 5G, and NBIoT.

Find out more at

888.565.0774

Smarter Alert System
Never be surprised again by your usage. CAMP
allows you to create push alerts based on usage
thresholds that you set up. Alerts can even be sent
along to your customers, offering your business
the transparency for successful engagements.
The Most Detailed Usage in the Industry
Every line’s usage is displayed for the current
billing cycle, the daily total usage, even down to
each transmission session with time/date. So if
you spot a day with irregular usage, you simply
click on that date and see the usage by each
session that day with the transmission time.
Experience to power of having unparalleled
visibility!
Subscriber/Device Name & Grouping
Say goodbye to having to do a mental match game
to associate strings of numbers with your devices.
In CAMP, you can add a 100-character
Subscriber/Device Name that will help identify
where and to whom the unit is deployed Lines can
also assign to a Group Name so you can pull
reports on usage to bill your customers. CAMP
Intuitive Search technology operates as soon as
you type a couple of characters the line in question
is brought up, so you can immediately act on it or
use it to pull reporting..
Exportable: Get the Data You Want
CAMP’s entire platform and every piece off data is
also exportable in CSV or Excel formats.

Custom Plans for Error Free Provisioning
No more wading through hundreds of plans to find
the right one to fit your solution. Our Solution
Consultants evaluate your needs and provision
only the plans with the features you need on your
account. Features can be set up as automatic, so
you don't have to choose them every time, or as
selectable optional features. Eliminate costly
mistakes and make activating a simple process.
Tickets
All tickets use every available API and are
integrated into CAMP...so if you need to perform a
SIM Swap, Phone Number Change, Suspend or
Restore at 4am on a Sunday morning, you have the
power to get it done in a second!
The CAMP Ticketing System lets you pick a future
execution date, so set it and forget it! CAMP does
the rest for you. CAMP will send an email
reminder the day before ticket execution in
case business conditions have changed.
CRM Tools
Organize all your notes, ticket comments,
subscriber and group name within the portal by
using CRM Tools we embedded in the CAMP
Platform.
IoT Insight
IoT Insight is a new revolutionary feature that
provides everything about your IoT device in realtime: Line Status, Network Provisioning,
Technologies Supported, Device Specs…crucial
information that makes your IoT deployments hum
with efficiency.
Portable: Mobile-Ready with CAMP to Go
Business moves at lightning speed and so should
you! Access CAMP and do all the above of your
mobile phone, tablet or computer from anywhere
and anytime.

